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I-Introduction 
With economics background of Royal University of Law and Economics in Phnom Penh, 

Cambodia, I decided to apply to be interned in Thailand for three months because since I have 

chance to volunteer at Youth Resource Development Program (YRDP), I found myself in an 

unknown environment of society, lack of social responsibilities. Actually, I am careless of social 

involvement, especially political aspect, and I did not know much what my role in society which 

I should take response, I just focus more on studying at university. Moreover, after I have chance 

to study and volunteer in Youth Engagement in Inter-Ethnic and History for Peace and Justice 

(YEIEHPJ) project at YRDP, YRDP taught me to have awareness of myself what should I do for 

my life, and involve with social responsibilities.    

On the other hand, after I joined Mekong Peace Journey (MPJ) in Thailand and Cambodia, I 

have learnt many things how to build peace in community, countries, region and inner peace for 

myself but those kinds of things are not very practical enough to build inner-peace for myself 

and finding the root cause of conflict because the real practice in daily life is important for me to 

apply what I have learnt from MPJ as theory to avoid the unknown attitude leading to conflict. 

During two months and half of internship, I have been to different place, different NGOs in 

Thailand meeting with various level of people. There are four part of Thailand I went which 

consisting of Essan(Surin, Sisaket), Easthern (Rayong province), Bangkok city, and Southern 

part with four NGOs (Essan Community forest, Rak Khao Chamao Preservation Group, Thai 

Volunteer Service Foundation(TVS), and Peace Witness Volunteer Project (PWVP) and their 

networks. With negotiating with numerous people, I have learnt many things from them in 

practical way in various issues such as forest preservation, environment, economy, politic 

situation, democratic system, life style, education system, etc. At the first trip, I have question for 

myself that “I apply for this internship in the purpose of learning about Peace Building, but when 

I come here, I did not focus much about war or conflict directly, so how and what the relation 

between those kinds of problem to peace building ” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solidarity Picture of Mekong Peace Journey participants at Odor Meanchey, Cambodia  
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II- Purpose of Internship 
 To train and practice myself through lesson learnt of Peace concept from Mekong Peace 

Journey among people in multi-culture in Mekong countries with truth building and overcome all 

kind of root cause of conflict, building networking with exchanging and working together toward 

peace building in Mekong countries.    

 

III- Objective and Expectation  

 

 3.1. Objective 
 -To practice peace concept which I have learnt from Mekong Peace Journey (MPJ) and to 

build truth with people in multi-culture among Mekong countries.  

 -To build strong Networking and exchange with organization working on peace in region. 

 -To learnt and observe Mekong country such as economy, social justice, politic, 

education system, etc, then identify the common issues and find out solution what I can do.  

 -To find out and identify nationalism, pluralism, prejudice and other sector leading to 

conflict and then deal with it toward peace building in Mekong countries. 

 

3.2. Expectation 
 -Be able to build truth and closed relationship by opening mind to express our 

perspective among people in Mekong countries having bitter experiences 

 -Be able to build network with others organization working related to peace building  to 

work together by exchanging and helping toward peace building in region. 

 -Be able to overcome nationalism, prejudice and misunderstanding  

 -Be able to learnt and exchange from each other such as economy, politic, education and 

socialization.  

 

IV- Knowledge and Learning Point 

 

 4.1 Knowledge 
I was so impressed in this kind of learning process of internship program which could experience 

my life in the context of peace building in community, country and regional level by building 

inner peace for myself. During two months and half, I have been placed six provinces, Surin, 

sisaket, Rayong, Pattani, Yala, Narrathiwat, and Bangkok city to learn various issue occurred in 

Thailand society and also in Asean countries realizing me the very hot challenges of society, so 

youth who has the power should do what to respond their responsibilities as a cell of society. 

Moreover, I have found the very important thing for me is “Life Understanding” under the 

globalization. I have met many people in different position from farmer to senior of NGOs, 

students, volunteer and we shared our experiences of life what is their success and challenges. I 

found that we Mekong countries are facing not different issue, especially youth role in society. 

Many youth are being lost their way, identity with entertainments in modern city under the 

globalization. They do not care much about social issues, do not know where and what to do for 

their life. Additionally, youth are being used as tool for serving to politician interests.  So what 

we can do to call youth in Mekong countries to come out and solve problem with their potential 

power to change social structure? 
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A. Essan (Surin, Sisaket) 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

In essan there were many issues and NGOs working to solve from day to day in 

cooperation as Networking.  Not only NGOs working to community but also villagers joined 

hand in hand together to make the happiness in community. One thing that realized me to focus 

more is about Food Security in community and over the world. If we talking about peace, we 

might think more about conflict or war, but we forgot food is the most important things to build 

peace. No healthy, we can do nothing. Actually, there are many kind of food producing with 

chemical substance without thinking much about safety for health because they think only how 

much they gain money for themselves. That’s why people should change their thinking to think 

about food security to sustain their life using organic fertilizer in farming. But the problem is 

how to change their mind to think back about the morality of people to people, not try to kill 

each other because of the money.  

For instance, father Pri Chhar, 54, a farmer in 

NangMut district said “In the past time, I used to use 

chemical fertilizer on my farming because I think it 

would make my living standard better and better but 

actually my expense on farming is increasing more 

from day to day, so I realize myself on disadvantages 

of using chemical substance on food caused harm on 

health not only consumer but also the myself, so I 

went to join with Green Market using organic farm 

for 3 year already” From this example, it showed us 

about his thought changing to think about Food 

security. In addition, organic food is the slowly 

growing product so how much it can support the 

market in the modern society. This is the important thing that all people need to think about the 

Food Saving. Actually, people do something for only to survive themselves, but nowadays they 

get everything over their need. Today, people buy 

more food through to their wants, and much food is 

wasted in the garbage. Truly, if we went to see the 

farmer how they work on their farm, they work very 

hard to get the rice on field; they collect the entire 

crop on the field even one crop, but when we eat, it 

seems very wasteful on the plate. Do all consumers 

have ever thought about this small thing? They will 

know the value of food whenever there is no food to 

eat. So it is challenging problem that we should think 

about. 

Father Pri Chhar at his home 

The Big Green Market in Town of Surin province 
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On the other hand, most of people defined “Peace Definition” is the absence of war and conflict 

in country, but it is not completely enough to call Peaceful country, so we need to look at the 

living standard of people on how they can sustain their life in the very modern society. Even 

though the country finished the war but the poor are increasing more and more, and the rich is 

getting richer. So what should we do to have sustainable life because we cannot wait for 

government or other come to help? People need to do Self-Reliance for daily life. In the context 

of self-reliance, people or villagers can do many things to survive themselves for sustainable life 

such as animal-rising, farming and bank-saving, and also fertilizer-making, community milling, 

rice bank and any knowledge they can do. With doing self-reliance, villagers can join together as 

group to help each other. If the villagers in 

community have the self-reliance, they would not 

depend on the outside works which was not the 

sustainable job for their life. Thus, they are no need 

to find the outside job, or even though they cannot 

find they can survive themselves in community 

having sustainable life with happiness.  For example, 

a farmer in Nongyoh community said “Even though I 

did not have much money like the rich, but I have 

happiness in my life. I have pick in farm, organic 

farm, and I did not have debt in bank. Moreover, I 

can find food in forest where is like Supper Market 

without payment or taxation” From this point of 

view, we can have a question for happiness “What is people happiness of life?”  

Furthermore, I felt impress in democratic system implementation of Thailand. Of course, the 

villagers and local NGOs have the very strong commitment joined hand in hand helping 

community to solve the problem. For instance, the villagers and NGOs were on the process of 

protesting about 20 years to the government project of Eucalyptus plantation. The villagers 

would do everything to get their land and forest back which spend 10 year to demonstrate until 

they success. This kind of people movement for community forest success also because of the 

cooperation from government providing the right for citizen to criticize in the purpose of positive 

development, especially, the government has the package of budget for helping local NGOs that 

we call “Thai Help Fund” and any relevant ministry of Thailand. In this point, I have a question 

that “why does Thai government need NGOs in development?” Moreover, people have the very 

high commitment to demonstrate to the government for happiness of community in any issues. 

For example, Mr. Panya, one of the powerful people struggling to help his community from 

dangerous situation of flooding of Dam Construction in Sisaket province said “In the past, I used 

to work in company, and I have never think about what happening in my community, I think only 

how much money I can get, but later on when I look back to my community being harmful of 

development of government and private company. At the time, I thought about community so I 

resigned my work at company and go back to join 

with community and fight with government project 

almost 19 years until now to build happiness for my 

community. Moreover, I try to aware people to 

change their thinking, not think only money; we need 

to help each other. I will try all my best with NGOs 

to demonstrate for community happiness” In this 

case, I feel so proud of what he doing and what he 

thought because there is less people worked in 

company at big city and they have self-awareness 

changing their thinking to help their community. I 

hope I can see other people will have their self-

awareness taking Mr. Panya as a role model people 

in order to build community happiness. 

Farmer digging potatoes in the forest 

Mr. Panya talking in flooded area  
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B. Rayong province (Khao Chamao Preservation Group) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staying with Rak Khao Chamao group, I felt I found my real life which was the inspiring 

group to give me life inspiration and understand me more what life is. There were three main 

interesting issues I have learnt the most are Alternative education, Local Wisdom and life 

inspiration. Nowadays, mainstream education is being followed from generation to 

generation. The mainstream education is not realizing students to see the real value of learning, 

knowledge, and what they will and can do with their talent. Actually, most of parents are forcing 

their children to learn through to the most need of job market which is the most popular subject 

to get a good job working in Big company, not only parents but also youth themselves, they do 

not know where their goal is, their talent and what they want to be, even before and after 

graduated from university because they followed the mainstream education. Moreover, the 

education nowadays is very competition lacking of culture of sharing, helping and trying as 

much as to be power person with 

competition which is similar doing 

business in economic zone to be the 

richer killing each other because of 

money.  

 

Miss Mali: Alternative educational Teacher volunteer 

said that “I have been working as alternative teacher in 

Rak Khao Chamao group for 2 year already, and I feel 

very excited to work with children. The way of teaching 

is free, what the children want to learn and do, I just 

help and follow them considering the children is the 

learning center so I felt I am not the teacher because I 

have learnt from them as well. I really like this learning 

process which children can see the value of learning 

doing what they want through their talent; not being 

forced to do this or do that, less competition increasing 

culture of sharing, helping each other, and they will 

have self-sufficiency or dependence for their life. So I 

hope all parents and other sector will see the core value 

of alternative education which should be included into 

formal education at school” 

 

1 & 2- Alternative education is the effective way of learning to have basic life skill 

3- Local Wisdom is basic knowledge in community 

4- Life satisfaction and happy with what we have and what we have done 
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Moreover, Local Wisdom is another thing to 

realize me to see the core value of community 

knowledge as Local Wisdom which can help people 

to have self-reliance what they can do in their 

community; no need to work outside they can 

sustain their life. Moreover, it can keep the 

community knowledge from generation to 

generation. Actually, young people in community 

did not care much about the knowledge in their 

community which they can learn easily with parent 

or relatives. They are trying to go out to the city to 

find job but they forget the nearby knowledge and 

job themselves to sustain their life even they cannot 

get the high education or good job in city. From these I can see that the effective way of learning, 

it does not mean we can work in a big company getting more money but it is the knowledge we 

learnt and we can apply in daily to sustain our life. Furthermore, the both points of Alternative 

education and Local Wisdom is the best way of effective education which should be included 

into formal education of education system nowadays, and all parents and youth themselves 

should understand the core value of alternative or informal education and local wisdom.   

Additionally, staying and learning from this group of each member, I found that they very strong 

knew who they are, finding what they want to do and come up with the same question for their 

life “what kind of life would you like?” By seeing the way they work in community as volunteer 

with their heart without forcing and understand their role in society, it become my life 

inspiration to come out with compassion and willingness to find what kind of life that I want 

and what should I do as the cell of society to help my community. In fact, the role of their work 

is volunteerism but they feel happy what they doing without thinking much about money and 

trying to help their community. Therefore,  all things that I have learnt from this group is not 

only to empower young people or children and to build Happiness in community but also doing 

what they all want to do to help society by their good heart, and show up the life that they want 

to see in future. I feel so interested in their way of working in community to mobilize people 

building Community Happiness, and this kind of attitude inspires me to walk into this way of 

life. For instance, P’ Fab, coordinator of Rak Khao Chamao group, said that “Rak Khao Chamao 

group is already created 17 years with the beginning of very small activities during free time at 

my hometown in community with children and I saw them is very active to participate such as 

collecting Cabbage in the forest. Then, I decided to drop out my university and continued my 

activities with children because the university did not give me any knowledge of community but 

while I was doing activities in community I could learn from community; knowledge get from 

practice and questions. The interesting point is the issue getting more which encouraged me to 

be more active and who was donor, they saw the 

importance of my activities so they came to support. 

Moreover, at the first I also challenged with my 

parents too, they did not support me but from time to 

time I trying to show what I were doing is right 

through what I want to do, my parents were getting 

to know until now they absolutely support me. 

Additionally, I satisfy to help young people and my 

community building happiness. I hope young people 

will understand the core value of basic knowledge in 

community to sustain their life, have life skill and no 

matter where they work, they have good heart to 

help their community and society” 

 

 

P’Fab sharing in the learning center 

One of Local Wisdom made by coconut’s leaf 
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All in all, staying in a short period of time with Rak Khao Chamao group, I was be able to learn 

many things from their activities and members of group on how they work for their community 

to build happiness by empowering and rising awareness the young people to have social 

responsibilities, what they can do and what they should do to build peaceful society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Bangkok city  
By seeing the very crowded people in the 

very modern city of Thailand, it realized me the 

curriculum of this internship program is very useful 

for me, not only learn about economy, political and 

conflict context, but also to understand me the 

differences of people in modern city and people in 

community. I am being able to compare the way of 

life in these two situations. The people in the big 

city, they are very busy with their business, fighting 

and competing to be the richest without culture of 

sharing, helping each other and getting more less 

relationship, especially, sometime they make 

conflict by taking over advantages from each other 

in negative way without morality. But if we look at 

the people in the community, they still have more 

culture of sharing, helping and sharing happiness to 

each other. Moreover, I used to have one question 

to myself that “I wonder why and what the human 

doing here, they are very busy with their business 

killing each other, they do it for what, what they 

will have at the end of their life”  

Additionally, unforgettable person who I met in a 

small market in Surin province, she is a seller in the 

market and she gave me some food to eat when she 

met me first time who came from Cambodia. At the 

time, I felt so excited and amazing that she was 

very kind in sharing which showed me her good 

Bangkork, Crowded City  

A seller who giving some food  

Solidarity picture with Rak Khao Chamao Preservation Group 
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heart for other people in community, and I did not have only my scarf which was not yet used, so 

I decided to gift her in responding to her good mind. It was not much sharing but it was very 

attractive and important for people to think of it to live in culture of sharing.                

In conclusion, there are many different kinds of people who are living and doing whatever to 

survive themselves in different way of working. Some people they just make a small business, 

some working in a big company, some working in local NGOs, some working as farmer in 

community. Under the globalization, many people prefer to work in big company which they can 

get a lot of money, and most of them are doing business with lack of morality in society for 

people to people; they became less of helping each other, culture of sharing and try hard to get 

only money. In this point of view, I just want to mention that no matter for what kind of job they 

work, it just all trying to survive their life and make their living standard more better and easy, 

but one thing which important is all kind of job we need to think of the morality as human-being 

so we will be able to live together with happy and peaceful even in different way of living.  

 

D. Southern part of Thailand (Pattani, Yala, and Narathiwat) 
 

 Southern part of Thailand is the very 

sensitive provinces which I have just known and 

learnt from people living there. Truly, before I went 

to these three province, I feel very proud of Thai 

government in democratic implementation but after 

I went there I was be able to see other view of 

democracy which was very sensitive aspect 

happened until nowadays. In fact, conflict 

happened between only the Muslim people of this 

three provinces and the government because 

Muslim people want to be dependent state; not 

under the power of Thai government. Later on, the 

conflict still continues from day to day and more 

complicated which we did not know who kill who. Muslim people live in trauma feeling with 

unpredictable event of elimination cause by 

unknown people with explosive instruments. In 

fact, one family who is victim was accused that 

they produce bomb to against government as 

separatist. Her husband and son were arrested to the 

court which she felt so fear and afraid to help as 

well as other NGOs did not dare to involve with her 

case because of some hidden unexpected situation 

as many case who were the hero standing to solve 

the case always disappeared. After her husband and 

son were released from prison because court had no 

enough evident to claim, she felt so fear and did not 

want to be involved and be careful with her action.  

Moreover, the most interesting point of sensitive 

event happened among people in southern part have leaded to be religion conflict which was the 

only people to people but late on they have used religion as tool to cause harm in the area. The 

criminal made sensitive situation which not only break down relationship government and 

Muslim but also people to people who follow different religion, especially Muslim and Buddhist. 

In the past time, the relationship among Muslim and Buddhist is very good as a family but now it 

was break down living very separately. 

In short, situation in southern part is very sensitive area which people have no enough freedom 

to express their voice, just only one year lately the situation getting better. Nowadays, the 

unstable situation is caused by one unknown group of people, who killed who, but not all 

Muslim victim sharing her bitter experiences 

Checking point of Soldiers  
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Muslim people as outsider of Thailand always blame to Muslim who live in these provinces that 

they are not good, making bomb to cause unstable situation in country, in contrast, they are very 

lovely and friendly, just only one group we are unknown.  

 

4.2 Lesson Learnt  
-I have learnt Peace Building does not focus on only one issue Conflict or war but it is 

the daily problem such as environmental, political, religion, education, justice, especially the 

living standard of people so we cannot deal only one problem and we said we have peaceful 

country. My definition of Peace is we need to see the living standard of people whether they 

have happiness what they get and what they still need to live peacefully. Even there is no war in 

the country but we need to see the social justice and the real happiness of each people. 

 -I get to know that young people is the most indicator who has power to change social 

structure so youth should realize themselves to take social responsibilities what they should 

know and what they should do.  

 -Education system is the most challenges for young people in Mekong countries. The 

mainstream education did not lead young people to see core value of learning, how to learn 

effectively, and they cannot find their talent. So the education system nowadays should be 

included the alternative/informal education to curriculum of formal education to understand and 

realize young people what their talent is to be skillful which be able to sustain their life. 

 -I have learnt about the core value of Local Wisdom which is the community knowledge 

to help people to do self-reliance. People are able to sustain their life working in their community 

which people are no need to find outside job. With this knowledge, people will be able to build 

up happiness in their community living together with better living standard dependently. 

 -Volunteerism is not the very popular word for young people. I am able to know deeply 

about volunteerism is very important for people building and showing up their good heart to help 

society. Volunteerism is not just for short time but it is a very long time practice and no matter 

for what kinds of job we work, but we still have heart to help and contribute to society. But most 

of young people they did not see the core value of volunteerism which they do it for short time 

during their free time and careless of what they doing. 

 -I am getting to understand more about the Cause of conflict which integrated things to 

create conflict happened in our daily life. Missed understanding and prejudice are the most 

indicators that I found during my internship which it leads to make conflict. Sometime, we said 

we need to respect to other diversities, but in real practice in daily life, we are unknown to deny 

it. So the best way to define cause of conflict and getting better in peace practice, I and we all 

need to practice meditation to calm down our feeling and the way of meditation is not just only 

sitting but also every our attitude, walking, sleeping, speaking and eating. 

  

V-Success and Personal Growth  
-Inspire me to be interested and realize me to involve in social issues, social 

responsibilities, what I should do to solve facing problem such as environment, economy, politic, 

etc., because in the past I did not care much about social responsibilities beside only study at 

school. For example, I should understand about politic situation to know what the country going 

to be avoiding the politician use young people like me as a tool to serve political interest. 

-I am being able to adapt more in hard situation of conflict context. Actually, my 

personally I am also one of fast react person to show anger, but after Mekong Peace Journey, 

MPJ, and this internship program have affected to my behavior toward peace concept because of 

this learning process which have changed my behavior to be more calm down and patient in any 

circumstance. For instance, once time I talked with Government officer in Surin province about 

perspective toward conflict between Thailand-Cambodia, he seemed having tendency to 

government and at that time, I felt so inconvenient and almost cannot calm down my feeling to 

reduce county nationalism. Finally, I tried to be in middle of perspective toward conflict of 
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Thailand-Cambodia which I tried to respond to him without saying he was wrong and I was also 

not saying to support Cambodia government completely.      

-As my personality, I do not like talk much with other people. Normally, I like to stay 

alone more than in crowded people. But since I joined MPJ in July and internship program in 

Thailand, I am starting to encourage my personality by changing my behavior to be more active 

in participation because if I keep as the same of my personality, I might not be able to grow up in 

capacity building and I thinks I have more things to learn and move forward for my life.  

-Perspective toward Thai people: At the first time before MPJ and internship, I used to 

think why Thai people seemed very selfish who want to get temple belonging to Cambodia and I 

got hatred but after MPJ and internship, it have changed my perspective toward Thai people, no 

hatred to all Thai people, the conflict caused by one group of people. Moreover, whenever I 

talked about Conflict between Thailand-Cambodia, I am trying to be middle which not 

completely deny to Thailand and also not fully support what Cambodia side doing. Furthermore, 

I can see one important point of people both countries, we might being persuaded by one group 

of power people to serve their personal interest but we did not know and being use to fight each 

other for them. 

 

 

VI- Challenges & Solution 
 

Program Challenges Solutions 

Internship program 

-Interns came from different 

countries Vietnam, Lao, and 

Cambodia which has different 

culture so we were hard to 

adopt to live together with 

different behavior and attitude  

-We were facing challenges 

with each other, so I felt so 

hard to get and solve those 

problem but I just try to calm 

down my feeling and try to 

accept telling to myself that 

it was our diversities and I 

was be able to adjust myself 

from time to time. 

-The language barrier is the 

most challenge for me in the 

learning process. I could not 

understand all of translation. 

-I commit myself more and 

more writing down what 

point I could not understand 

and ask to my friend interns 

to share at night time of 

reflection time 

-The context of issue seem 

very hard to understand 

because some of issue is new 

for me and no long time to go 

deeply in issue 

- Even I cannot understand, 

but I never abandon it, I try 

hard to ask more to clarify 

and search some information 

from internet to see more. So 

I should find some relative 

document to each issue to 

see before jump into the real 

one. 
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VII- Conclusion and Suggestion  
As all knowledge and lesson learnt I mention above, this learning process is vital for me 

to improve my personal life in realizing and involving in social concerns. Mekong Peace Journey 

(MPJ) is my starting point as basic knowledge of peace concept on how to define the root cause 

of conflict and its solutions which I have never learnt. Moreover, I and other young adult from 

different countries in Mekong region have a space to come and learnt together as well as 

exchanging and expressing our voice what we are thinking and figure out the common solution 

toward peace building among Mekong countries. Actually, we all have bitter experiences in the 

past time and also happening until now, but we rarely have opportunity to meet and share each 

other on what we concerns and perspective among our countries. Furthermore, internship 

program is more significant for me to apply all lesson learnt from MPJ in the really practice in 

Thailand which we have bitter experience of historical conflict. If I did not move to the real 

practice, I might still not be able to overcome those kinds of root cause of conflict, so it will be 

just the theory in mind.      

Suggestion: 
 -The schedule of program should be rebalanced during the trip in each issue. Actually, 

there are many issues we went to see and learnt from it but some issues we have little time to 

discuss and some issue we take long time so the time and issues should be balanced. 

 -I would like to suggest to the next program should add more on how to do meditation 

to participation because it is the effective way of peace building. If we want to build peace, we 

should build peace with ourselves first and the way to meditate is not only sitting but also 

sleeping, walking, standing and eating.     

 

VIII-Future plan  
 Through all experiences as lesson learnt I have gained from internship in two months and 

half, it is useful to bright my life to move forward to change my life. Actually, if I look at my 

background I should work in company to get money and why I come to involve with social work 

to build peace in family, community, society and countries. But if I think deeper, my background 

is still useful to apply and contribute all factor, especially peace building in community because 

everything is depend on what and how we will use it and peace is not only conflict but also every 

issues in daily life. As I mention the above lesson learnt, one important thing coming up in my 

mind is I want to create activities to mobile people in building peace in community by 

engagement and empowering young people raising awareness to come back and learn from their 

community as basic knowledge to be life skill and self-dependence which they can sustain their 

life staying at hometown even they have no opportunities to learn in high level of education and 

they are also no need to work outside country facing many challenges. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  


